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Produce a complete statement of grain actually at
Hillah and Hindieh. In each town I have ap-
pointed an official to keep an accurate register
showing daily totals of imports, exports, and transit
cargoes, which they were ordered to keep ready for
inspection at any time, as required. I gave orders
for the bridge at Hillah to be put together again
without delay, a statement of expenses incurredbeing
sent to you. On the way in yesterday we met the
M.G.R.E. and party, who were on the way to the
Barrage, and I mentioned the question of the Jadwal
to him.
The general impressions left by my tour are as
follows :
The townsmen, except in Kerbela and Najaf,
which have never depended much on Government
assistance for their protection, are eagerly looking
forward to the restoration of order. The tribes
have had a taste of independence and the longer
they are left to enjoy it the more difficult will it be
to control them later. At the same time they quite
realise that they are incapable of developing the
country even to the extent that they themselves
would like to see. As the Arab proverb puts it,
their brain is in their eyes. Let them but see that a
good Government will really benefit them and they
will accept the discipline and the tribute without
which no good Government can exist. Sayed
Muhammad Ali Kazvini was very eloquent on the
subject of revenue collection. " Take something/'
he said, " if it is only one-tenth of your due—but
take it at once.5' With all respect to his superior
experience of the local population, I would suggest
that this would be beginning at the wrong end. We
should give, not take, to start with. And the sooner
we give, the better. Bridges, telegraph lines, and
roads can be restored immediately at trifling cost.
We must at least show that our rule confers equal

